TOLERANCE OF KEY

Axially Locating Bearing: 6317M/C3
Axially Free Bearing: 6317M/C3
Terminal Box for Accessories
Cable #11-#14, 2*20X1.5
Greasing Nipple DE and NOE
Main Terminal Box: Blind Flange 10X330X126
Terminal Box for Space Heater
Cable #11-#14, 1*20X1.5
Space Heater
Key: ISO 773 B

* IT IS SUITABLE FOR DIRECTION OF ROTATION:

- [C14] DIRECTION OF ROTATION LOOKING AT MOTOR DRIVE END SHAFT EXTENSION
- [C20] DIRECTION OF ROTATION LOOKING AT MOTOR DRIVE END SHAFT EXTENSION

The customer is responsible for the design and construction of the foundation. It shall be sufficiently deep to withstand short circuit forces. To avoid resonance, the foundation shall be designed so that the natural frequency (vibration) of the foundation together with the machine is not within 20% of the running frequency. The customer is also responsible for lateral and torsional critical speed analysis of the complete installation.